Jukebox

ONE MORE TIME CD –
a real treat for the eyes and ears
Chrome and glitter, rotating light columns with magically changing colours. A fascinating spectacle of light and sound. That is the Wurlitzer ONE MORE TIME (short form OMT) CD.

Today’s life-style has rediscovered the nostalgic charm of the forties and fifties. The beloved design of those days with chrome and glitter is a welcome change to the priority of functional and abstract features which dominate nowadays. The Wurlitzer One More Time combines both.

The faithful design of the legendary Wurlitzer 1015 of 1946 is the ideal casing for the sophisticated Wurlitzer CD changer. Now the music of Glenn Miller sounds in pure CD quality. But not just Glenn Miller, the One More Time CD plays up to 2500 hits and evergreens in superb laser sound quality.

The ONE MORE TIME - the exceptional way to listen to music.

The songs are shown on max. 60 title cards. These pages are turned automatically at the touch of a button and give full view of 6 CDs at the same time.

The rotating lights with their constantly changing colours and the endless rising bubbles offer a fascinating spectacle.

Option: Infrared remote control

Option: Microphone kit
Jukeboxes
ONE MORE TIME CD
and BLACK ONYX CD

Technical details

Power supply
→ 100 - 240volts 50/60cps

Dimensions
→ Height 152.0cm
→ Width 81.5cm
→ Depth 64.0cm
→ Weight 157kg

Optional
→ Amplifier 2 x 170w RMS
→ Infrared remote control with selection buttons
→ Output transformer
→ Microphone kit
→ BGM connector
→ External speakers: Model LS 121
  → 2-way speaker system, floor standing or wall mounting,
  → Cabinet with wooden pattern or black high gloss surface
  → Dimensions:
    → Height 52.0cm
    → Width 32.0cm
    → Depth 25.0cm
  → 120watts, 8ohms

Black Onyx CD

The legendary Wurlitzer 1015 is the most famous jukebox ever built.

The BLACK ONYX distinguishes itself by its elegant black surface.

All details provided on this page apply both to the ONE MORE TIME CD and to the BLACK ONYX CD.

Features
→ CD changer available for 50 or 100 CDs (standard)
→ Vertical arrangement of the CDs in the magazine
→ Stereo amplifier with automatic level control and electronic overload protection, power 2 x 55watts RMS
→ 6 speakers in a 3-way stereo system offer superb laser sound
→ 4-digit LED display
→ Microprocessor controlling all functions including credit and bonus steps as well as record plays and automatic memory of the top tunes
→ Play stimulator playing a record in intervals between 1 and 98 minutes automatically
→ Background music (BGM) by programming the control unit to continuous play with random selection of all songs
→ Facility to cancel single tracks
→ Memory of statistic data (e.g. cash box contents etc.)
→ Album play programmable
→ Programming of two BGM intervals for each weekday
→ Connections for microphone, additional amplifier, external speakers and output transformer
→ Presentation of all title songs and cover photos from 100 CDs in a leather-bounded book (only OMT CD 100)
→ Motor driven paging system for 60 CD title cards
→ 2 info cards for further 40 CDs (album play)

Model LS 121
Additional loudspeakers in the original design ensure more sound and emphasize the nostalgic atmosphere.
Jukeboxes
ONE MORE TIME VINYL
and BLACK ONYX VINYL

Technical details

One More Time Vinyl: world-wide the only nostalgic jukebox for all collectors of old and new single records (45 rpm).

Chrome and glitter, rotating light columns with magically changing colours. A fascinating spectacle of light and sound.

The Wurlitzer One More Time Vinyl is a replica of the most famous jukebox in the world, the Wurlitzer 1015 of the year 1946.

With today’s technology and brilliant sound quality this jukebox is a real treat for the eyes and ears – a real focal point in any location.

All details provided on this page apply both to the ONE MORE TIME and to the BLACK ONYX vinyl version.

Features

- Stereo amplifier with automatic level control and electronic overload protection, power 2 x 55 watts RMS
- 3 way stereo loudspeaker system with 6 speakers
- 100 selections (50 records) played by a high quality Shure Magnetic System
- Microprocessor controlling all functions including credit and bonus steps as well as record plays and automatic memory of the top tunes
- Play stimulator playing a record in intervals between 1 and 98 minutes automatically
- An LED displays present playing record or credit available
- The integrated loudness control can also be used as remote control
- Connections for additional amplifier, external loudspeakers, microphone and output transformer

Optional

- Infrared remote control with selection buttons
- Output transformer
- Microphone kit

External speakers: Model LS 121
- 2 way speaker system, floor standing or wall mounting
- Cabinet with wooden pattern or black high polish surface
- Dimensions:
  - Height 520mm
  - Width 320mm
  - Depth 250mm
  - Musical power 120w, 8ohms

Power supply

- 100 - 240v, 50/60cps

Dimensions

- Height 1520mm
- Width 815mm
- Depth 640mm
- Weight 157kg

With black high gloss surface
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USA
Wurlitzer Jukebox and Vending, Inc.
1345 Eden Street
Gurnee, Illinois 60031
Tel.: +1 847 662 1700
Fax: +1 847 662 1212
www.dw-usa.net
info@dw-usa.net

GERMANY
Deutsche Wurlitzer GmbH
Wurltitzerstraße 6
D-12609 Halle (Saale)
Tel.: +49 (0)56 44 941 0
Fax: +49 (0)56 44 941 320
www.deutsche-wurlitzer.de
contact@deutsche-wurlitzer.de

GREAT BRITAIN
Deutsche Wurlitzer UK
13 Moorbrook
Southmead Industrial Estate
Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 7JP
Tel.: +44 (0)1235 813400
Fax: +44 (0)1235 811009
www.deutsche-wurlitzer-uk.com
info@deutsche-wurlitzer-uk.com
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